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Abstract: The original publication of December 31, 2015 is being updated with new discoveries
that require immediate attention by those who have reviewed and acknowledged the original
discovery that the Nazca Palpa Lines are an ancient Interferometer Fractal Antenna Complex.
There are now dozens of other cataloged similar sites in South Africa (many more than known

about just last year), in Viet Nam and extensive ancient antenna grids of similar and different
nature in China.
Additionally, the author has made important discoveries from further on the ground analysis at
the Nazca Palpa site in Peru. These involve the following.
1) The mounds distributed around the Nazca Palpa Planes which are "Hubs" or Central
Collecting points of the Lines Complex are not natural but are manmade (or by whomever
created the lines). These clearly were built from the materials dug from the troughs that make
up the lines. The original discovery that the mounds were used as atmospheric electricity
collection points is now bolstered by the fact that they were intentionally built in strategic
locations to a) connect the line patterns into large scale interferometers and b) to distribute the
collected atmospheric electricity to the antenna complex. The fact that these are not natural
mound formations is a major contribution to the discovery and nature of the entire antenna
complex. It also shows that during the construction of the lines, great care was taken not to
traverse the land outside of the lines. The white sand was meticulously carried by walking
inside the line boundaries to the mounds and then deposited to build the mounds.
2) After careful examination of the stones that are found covering the Nazca Palpa planes it is
discovered that there are micro-holes in the upper sides of the rocks. This discovery is
important because other such archaeological discoveries are abundant around the world
including locations where mastodons have been found such as in Alaska river banks. The upper
sides of the mastodon bones had been shot with thousands of micro diamonds that had to have
come from outer space as part of a celestial event that apparently was happening at the same
time as the massive flooding that occurred in these areas as the mastodons died (their bones
smashed and dismembered in the mud banks of the rivers). The mastodons under side bones
show no signs of similar micro diamond holes. The undersides of the rocks on the Nazca Palpa
planes similarly do not exhibit the micro holes although it was not possible to examine a large
cross section of the fields due to restrictions on access to the area. However, using a statistical
sampling of rocks collected and examined I found no rocks in legally acces sible areas with micro
holes on the undersides – the hundreds micro holes were only found on the upper sides of the
relatively small sampling. It is estimated that there was approximately 1 micro-diamond per
square centimeter in the rain of micro diamonds that rained into this area from outer space at
ultra-high velocity sufficient to penetrate the high-density iron rocks. It is not certain at this
time if all holes are due to micro diamond penetration this will take further study. The
following is the same photo that was posted on the original publication of December 31, 2015.

micro holes visible on the upper surface of rock sample

The following are photos from recent publications by other authors who have studied the lines
from Africa, Viet Nam and China. It is clear from the publications that these authors are
unfamiliar with the discovery that these are ancient Interferometer Fractal Antenna Complexes
and are still trying to imagine the purpose set out by the ancients. As with Nazca Palpa these
other systems of lines are exacting from an aerial view in spite of the fact that they traverse
uneven terrain. Some show signs of large scale disruption from geological events that occurred
after their construction. Peru is unique (in discoveries to date) in the use of animals and
biological species mixed with standard fractal antenna designs whereas the Africa China Viet
Nam lines are strictly geometrical fractal antennas. We are now faced with a global enigma
with the further possibility that all of these were constructed by the same entities and/or linked
or coordinated together.
The following are from China and are similar to the Nazca Palpa lines and additionally have
some exacting Fractal Antenna shapes not found in other regions.

The following are from South Africa and are similar to the Nazca Palpa Lines.

